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Abstract : Recently, neutron diffraction and Mossbauer expcriincnls have been performed on tetragonal ErNi,B,C From these experiments, 
Dwest crystal field energy gap, jk'-vnlues and hyperfine splitting of ''^Er in the sample have been estimated. But no theoretical calculations have been 
lone to explain these values The present paper reports the results of detail crystal field (CF) calculation and cl feels of hyiierfine interaction of “^ Er
n ihc solid state ErNijBjC, The CF stale are eight Kramers' doublets of which the ground one having highly anisotropic g-valucs The observed
lyperfiiie splitting was also explained by considering ''^Er in the ligand field environment
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I. Introduction
Recently, neutron dilTraction 11 ] and Mossbauer experiment \2\ 
Ikivc been done on tetragonal ErNijB^C. The solid is 
paramagnetic at room temperature (RT) and anti ferromagnetic 
.u low temperature with 7^ = 6.8K. At further low temperature, it 
becomes superconductor. Some physical properties of the 
sample have been estimated therein from the experimental data. 
The mtensiiy of the most intense magnetic dilfraction peak at 
20 -  27.67° as a function of temperature, has been shown in the 
paper 11 ]. To fit ihe experimentally obtained curve, an empirical 
Bnlloum function for J = 15/2, where J represents the total 
quantum number of the was used. The Mossbauer spectra 
121 (MS) for '^E r in ErNi2B2C have shown that at RT no hyperfine 
(HT) splittings have been observed; but at about 5K, five finger 
spectra were observed.
Erom the experimental data, the crystal field (CF) energy 
i i^itlcrence between the lowest and the first excited levels was 
computed to be 9K. The ^'-values for the ground level were 
given asgji = 1.2 and gj^  = 9.6. But no theoretical calculation was 
done therein to explain these values. Moreover, the paper fl] 
'suggests that 'the crystal field effects arc very likely important 
‘ind the magnetic ground state is most probably a doublet with
To complement the experimental findings, the present paper 
reports the crystal field analysis on this tetragonal sample in 
paramagnetic region and explains the hyperfine effects of 
'^ErNi,B,C.
2. Theoretical considerations
A. CF effects :
Spectral [3] and magnetic studies (4] of several erbium 
compounds have indicated that the free ion ground term of Er^^
IS ^^ LS/2 successively by 13/2’ ^ / , , / 2  a n d  % , 2
6700cm"', 10400cm"' and l25(X)cm"' respectively above the 
ground one. The free ion levels of are not pure Russel- 
Saunders (RS) states, but are admixtures of different RS stales. 
The lowest intermediate coupled free ion state in Er^ *'' is given 
below [5]:
I = 0.9838| 1 /^o) -0.I783|  ^AT2,)-0.019l| (1)
For the present system, the sample is body-centred 
tetragonal in structure (Figure 1) with an additional carbon atom 
in each erbium layer. The CF potential on Er^ ''^  in this,sample is
VcF = + b X  + p y °  + Bt (v / + v / )
+ 8 6 ^ + ' '6 ^ ) .  (2)
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where Bl  and V/' are respectively the even parity CFparamciers 
(CPF) and the one electron intra-configuralion unit tensor 
operators 16].
f B ^ o .
O ni
F ig u r e  I .  S tn jc lu r c  o f  b o d y  c e n tre d  le iru g o n a l E rN i,B ,C
Operating with (cq. (2)) on inlcrmedialc coupled free ion 
state of (eq. ( I)), the CF energy levels have been determined. 
By fitting the energy gap between the ground and the first excited 
CF levels and the magnetic splitting I actors of the ground state, 
the accurate set of CPF were determined. The ^^-valucs of the 
ground CF state were obtained from the relations :
(3)
4 / ( 2 / - l ) '  ' J
The terms inside the first square bracket are due to nuclear 
magnetic HF interaction, A and B being HF constants and .S 
represents the effective electronic spin. The crystalline electric 
field interaction between the central cation and the ligands 
produces an electric field gradient (EFG) at the nucleus. The 
second term of eq. (4) is the product of the EFG and the 
quadrupole moment Q of the nucleus. The EFG has two mam 
parts arising from lattice and 4/-electronic contribution [7],
'^^Hr has /.ero nuclear spin (J^  = 0) at ground state and 
consequently, it has no hyperfme splitting. For first excited state, 
which is situated at about 80.6 kev above the ground one, the 
spin value is two (/  ^ = 2). Hence, this level ought to show HF 
splittings. Operating by 77,^  ^ on the basis slate lm,,my), ten 
hyperfine levels are obtained. Mossbaucr lines were obtained 
by considering the dipolar transitions, between the HF split 
levels of 7 and I , for which the .selection rule is Ani, = 0,± 1 
The width of the HF structure was estimated from these 
transition lines.
3. Results and discussion \
For Rr^ ,^ which is a 7 = 15/2 syslem, eight Kramers’Vloublets 
were obtained under CF perturbation. The best fitted C f energy 
levels are shown m Figure 2, and the lowest level has = 1/2
where 7 is 7, for and 7^  for respectively, and is the 
Lande' splitting factor.
B. H t effects:
The hyperfme Hamiltonian for tins rare-earth compound is '
(4)
F ig u re  2 C iy s ta l  fie ld  e n e rg y  le v e ls  o t E r N i ^ f C  (n o t lo  sc a le )
T a b le  1. S o m e  C F  p ro p e n ie s  o f  E rN i,H ,C
C F  p a ra m e te r s  
(c m  ')
L o w e s t tw o  
C F  leve ls
(c m  ')
A
= f: ,
(K )
L o w e s t tw o  C F  w a v e fu n c tio n s je -v a lu e s  
(c a lc u la te d  
a n d  o b s e rv e d )
=  - 5 0  ±  15 8 Vi. = 0 l ‘) 2 6 8 l ± l 5 / 2 > « , -  1 3
[ p r e s e n t -  0 .57303 1 ± 7/2> -  0  50204 x K, = 10.82
w o rk ) | T I / 2 ) - 0 , 6 I 7 7 I | T 9 / 2 )
» i ' = M ) ± 5 [p r e s e n t  w o rk j
/»/,' = - 6 4  ± 2 , = - m  5
= - 2 7 0 ± 6 9 | v ' ' , )  =  O .I86 .35 |± l5 /2 ) « . =  1.2
E, =  -  IHK [R e f  11 -  0 .55623 1 ±  7 /2>  -  0  51406 x S ,  =  9.6
|T  1 / 2 ) - 0 . 6 2 5 8 | T 9 / 2 )
= 2 1 0 ± 5 [R e f  2]
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where is Ihe cryslal quantum number. The CFP and CF wave- 
lunctions for (he lowest two levels arc shown in Table 1. This 
liable indicates that this set of CFP explains the observed lowest 
energy gap and j?-values for ErNi,B^C very well.
|i was found (4,71 ihat the values of A!g^ and Big  ^ for some 
erbium compounds remain constant. Taking the average values 
of these quantities and substituting the corresponding ^{-values 
(for the ground state), the hyperfine constants for this sample 
have been calculated. ITicse values arc A = 44.7 x UH en r ' and 
B = 3797x 10-^cm-'.
ll has been mentioned earlier that the ground nuclear state 
has no HF splitting since has /.cro value. The first excited 
state -  2) should have HF splittings To get the required HF 
energy levels, the electric quadrupole interaction parameter
^7^ for Ihc first excited state was 
calculated. The values of necessary physical constants were 
taken from earlier work [8]. The value of was found to he 
3 055 X 10 *^ cm
The thermal variation of variable part of EFG due to 4/- 
decironic contribution is shown in Figure 3 Tlie figure indicates 
that at about 3K, its value becomes constant.
Operating with the corresponding on \m^ , nij> slate ten 
HF levels were obtained for = 2. Out of these ten levels one is 
doublet and eight are singlets (Table 2).
T a b le  2 . H F  le v e ls  o l in  E r N j ,B ,C  (S  l e p r c s e n l s  .s in g le t unci D 
ic p re .sc n ts  d o u b le t) .
Nuclear A, B. P^^^ HF levels
term (10 cm ') (lO-" cm-'l)
1 2 A =  44 7 -  240K 5 (S)
- 1 8 9 6  4 (S)
- 1307 7 (S)
B -r 379 7 -  74 3 .8 (S)
-  26 .4 (D)
77*1 5 (S)
P^ =  ^ 055 1323 2 (S)
1823 6 (S)
2 3 9 5 . 3 (S)
H iitnb iilion  o( E F G )
Total width of MS at and below 3K was found to be 17cm/ 
see which IS very close to that of observed spectra 12].
Hence wc can conclude that the given set of CPF for 
ErNi2B2C explains the CF properties, ^-values as well as the HF 
splitting of the system.
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